eteine-rich domains (CRDs) similar to those of other family members, such as CD40, DR3, RANK, and the lymphotixin-β receptor (see the figure) (7). Although the neurotrophin ligands share 50% amino acid sequence identity, they bear no resemblance to any TNF ligands. Nonetheless, the x-ray crystal structure of the CRDs in p75 is similar to that for the repeats of the p55 TNF receptor (8). However, for TNF/Fas family members, each ligand exists as a trimer that engages a trimeric receptor complex. The 2:1 NGF:p75 complex, therefore, is a major exception to the general rule of trimeric ligand-receptor complexes in this family.

What keeps p75 in a monomeric form when it binds to NGF? NGF itself forms a symmetrical homodimer generated by hydrophobic forces between a core of β-stranded sheets joined by three cysteine bridges (9). Two sites of interaction exist between the CRDs of p75 and each monomer of NGF in the x-ray crystal structure. This places p75 along a groove formed by the two monomers of NGF. Many individual contacts are formed by charge-charge interactions between positively charged basic residues found in NGF and the negatively charged extracellular domain of p75. Surprisingly, formation of this complex causes a conformation change in NGF such that a second p75 molecule is not able to make contact. NGF has two potential sites for receptor binding, but only one is used, resulting in an asymmetric NGF:p75 structure.

This unusual structure has many implications. It is well established that all neurotrophins can bind to p75. A sequence alignment indicates that similar points of contact with p75 are also found in the domains of BDNF, NT-3, and NT-4. The observed binding of NGF as it binds to p75 suggests that other neurotrophins also participate in conformational changes. Such allosteric events proposed by He and Garcia (5) are plausible, because the on and off p75 binding rates vary with each neurotrophin (10). Additionally, because proNGF has a higher affinity than mature NGF for p75 (11), other changes in conformation or stoichiometry may accompany the binding of proNGF to p75. The 2:1 NGF:p75 interaction also suggests that other molecules might be easily recruited to p75 to form higher order complexes. These include recently described interactions with membrane-associated proteins such as LINGO, Nogo receptor, and sortilin (3, 4).

A particularly intriguing prediction of this model is that there is room for binding of Trk receptors to the NGF-p75 complex (see the figure). This mechanism had been proposed on the basis of reconstitution binding experiments showing that p75 and TrkA are responsible for high-affinity NGF binding sites (12). One can envision a heterodimer composed of p75 and a TrkA receptor binding to an NGF dimer, but the orientation of p75 would be opposite to that of TrkA. Although unconventional, this is nonetheless possible because p75 underlies several medical conditions, including pain, depression, obesity, and disorders in nerve regeneration, learning, and memory (2). Therefore, this glimpse of NGF binding to p75 offers the opportunity to begin to think about therapeutic drug design, a goal that has thus far eluded the trophic factor field.
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**A New Paradigm for Earth’s Core-Mantle Boundary**

Edward J. Garnero

At a depth of about 2900 km, the solid silicate rock of Earth’s mantle meets the liquid iron alloy of the core. This region, called the core-mantle boundary (CMB), has long been pictured as a simple dividing zone. Recently, however, this neat model has been directly challenged by a broad range of discoveries. These include exciting new evidence for a deep-mantle phase change as reported by Murakami et al. on page 855 of this issue (1), layering in the lowermost mantle (2), partial melting (3), mineral anisotropy (4), and small-scale convection with formation of whole-mantle plumes (5, 6). Because of these findings, researchers have created a new paradigm, in which deep-mantle layering and heterogeneity exist globally, with notable regional variations. This heterogeneity is intimately coupled to important processes of the interior, such as modulating heat flow out of the core, and hence fluid core convection currents, and the magnetic field (particularly during reversals) (7). The CMB may also act as a repository for lighter elements that emerge from the core fluid (8). These phenomena are all consequences of the largest absolute temperature and density contrasts within the planet. Although many of the details of this new paradigm remain enigmatic, the growing body of evidence suggests that the deepest mantle and CMB contain the same degree of chemical, dynamical, structural, and thermal complexity as that of Earth’s surface, and hence likely hold important clues for deciphering the evolution and present state of the entire interior.

For more than two decades, it has been recognized that the top and bottom few hundred kilometers of Earth’s rocky mantle contain the planet’s strongest seismic heterogeneity over long lateral distance scales (~2000 km) (9). Several recent (and upcoming) conference proceedings as well as a special journal issue (10) highlight seismic analyses that image the deep mantle and CMB region at much shorter scales, around hundreds of kilometers laterally and sometimes less than tens of kilometers vertically. Partly owing to Earth’s limited geographical distribution of earthquakes and recorders, only isolated patches of the deep mantle can be investigated at this level of detail. Three of the most thoroughly studied regions are (i) beneath Central America and the Caribbean Ocean, an area underlying past and present subduction that is grossly characterized with higher
Emerging view of Earth’s interior. Deep-mantle complexities are illustrated for three regions: (A) Beneath Central America, the deepest mantle contains a high-velocity $D''$ reflector, and localized scatterers of seismic energy that may be related to pockets of ultralow velocities and possibly plume formation, and strong anisotropy. (B) Beneath the central Pacific, which underlies surface hotspot volcanism, abundant evidence exists for $D''$ anisotropy and ultralow-velocity zones, as well as possible plume genesis, a mild $D''$ high-velocity reflector, and core-rigidity zones. (C) Beneath the south Atlantic and southern Africa, a large-scale low-velocity structure with sharp edges extends upward into the lower mantle, and may exist independently of neighboring $D''$ material. These three locales exemplify the new CMB paradigm of a structurally and dynamically rich CMB region.

than average seismic velocities; and two regions where several hotspot volcanoes litter the surface (ii) beneath the central Pacific Ocean and (iii) beneath the southeastern Atlantic Ocean. The distribution and magnitude of inferred seismic heterogeneity, anisotropy, and layering differ significantly between these regions. The figure incorporates many of the findings and suggestions of the CMB region for these locations, which are briefly reviewed here.

A discontinuous increase in seismic wave speeds atop the lowermost 200 to 300 km above the CMB (a range in depth called $D''$) has been documented in several regions on the planet, and is most easily detected beneath regions near past subduction, for example, beneath Central America, particularly for shear waves (panel A in the figure). Such a reflector has been noted beneath the south Atlantic as well (panel B), but is not as strong. Beneath the south Atlantic Ocean, a strong reduction in velocity is found near the top of $D''$ (panel C). The latter two regions have not experienced subduction recently, and are hence expected to be warmer. A model reconciling the magnitude of the reflector (with an $S$-wave velocity that is 2 to 3% above average in cooler $D''$ regions to a 2 to 3% below-average velocity in the hottest regions) assumes a $D''$ layer that is chemically distinct from the bulk lowermost mantle with some constituent close to eutectic melting (2). The magnitude and sign of the velocity discontinuity, therefore, may be a manifestation of the degree of $D''$ partial melting. Additionally, but not necessarily negating this possibility, the material composing the low-velocity anomaly beneath the south Atlantic may itself be chemically distinct from the rest of $D''$ (11), implying a chemically unique lowermost mantle with lateral variations in chemistry.

An alternative (or in addition) to a thermo-chemical layer as the origin of the $D''$ discontinuity is a phase change in perovskite (thought to be the most abundant mineral structure in the lower mantle). The in situ x-ray diffraction measurements of MgSiO$_3$ by Murakami et al. (1) demonstrate the feasibility of a phase change from perovskite to a denser structure at pressures corresponding to this depth. Although the Clapeyron slope and the effect of iron are not constrained at present, these results are far-reaching, because the post-perovskite structure is expected to be strongly anisotropic, in agreement with a seeming abrupt onset to $D''$ anisotropy. Future work will determine the applicability of this result to the different $D''$ geographies and their detailed velocity structures.

Delays between horizontally and vertically polarized shear waves (shear-wave splitting) that propagate through $D''$ have been observed nearly everywhere that high-quality core-reflected, refracted, or diffracted data have been analyzed. Thus, seismic wave-speed anisotropy in the lowermost 200 to 300 km of Earth’s mantle is present, but is apparently quite variable (12). These results are compatible with new geodynamic calculations that show strain-induced recrystallization and lattice-preferred crystal orientation related to overlying subduction (beneath downwellings such as that shown in panel A), and fabric development due to strong boundary-layer shear flow beneath upwelling currents (as in panel B) (4). Shear-wave splitting has not been reported for $D''$ beneath the south Atlantic, within the large low-velocity feature. Future work should focus on better constraining the depth distribution of anisotropy within the $D''$ layer, as well as its magnitude and most plausible mechanism in the diverse settings depicted in the figure, and also how high strains in $D''$ affect the post-perovskite assemblage.

Both seismology and mineral physics have provided evidence for a partially molten ultralow-velocity zone (ULVZ) a few to tens of kilometers thick, right at the CMB in certain regions (3, 8, 10). The level of velocity perturbations associated with this probably intermittent layer is the largest within the planetary interior (≥10 to 30% reductions in seismic wave speed), in some cases even exhibiting its own internal layering (3). The lowest velocity regions of the deep mantle may be intimately related to ULVZs, which likely modulate heat flow...
from the core. In the hottest regions of D"' melt may be convectively stirred throughout D", as suggested in panel B of the figure. Preferred orientation of melt pockets or sheets can give rise to observed shear-wave splitting (12). Although the shear velocities at the base of the large low-velocity province in panel C are indeed low, they are not characterized as a ULVZ, because minimal P-wave anomalies are detected; this low-velocity structure may be distinct from the rest of D" (as suggested in the figure), because its sharp and steep sides within D" imply its abrupt onset and uniqueness from its surroundings (11), within Dure), because its sharp and steep sides from the rest of D this low-velocity structure may be distinct from the rest of Dure). ULVZ melt may be convectively stirred through- such as depicted in panel A), ULVZ melt and diffracted coda arrivals to core reflected, refracted, scale inhomogeneities or scatterers (<10 figure), evidence has mounted for small- tion, as well as hotspots (all panels of the figure), cannot be explained with solely thermal scenarios — introduction of chemically unique material is necessary. Evidence also exists for anomalous material on the fluid core side of the CMB (13), which might be related to underside-CMB sedimentation (8). Future work should adopt a multiphase approach—one that incorporates both dif- fracted and reflected energy, in order to better constrain the bulk properties and sharpness of ULVZ features.

In some D" locations beneath subduction, as well as hotspots (all panels of the figure), evidence has mounted for small-scale inhomogeneities or scatterers (<10 km to hundreds of km) from a variety of seismological probes, such as precursors to coda arrivals to core reflected, refracted, and diffracted P and S waves of all types (14). Although not now well constrained, these may include the aforementioned pockets of ULVZ material at the CMB and possible mid-D" low-velocity structures (such as depicted in panel A); ULVZ melt material swept around D" (panel B, for ex- ample), and topographical variations at comparable lateral scales for the D" discontinuity or ULVZ, which are expected at scales comparable to convective currents within and above the layer.

Although the environments schematically illustrated in the panels of the figure are certainly very different from one another, they probably represent only a subset of deep-mantle possibilities. A framework that ties them together involves strong lat- eral variations in temperature and partial melt content, as well as composition, which should modulate the topographical struc- ture and dynamical behavior of a global D" layer (2). These lateral perturbations can govern variations in heat flow from the core, and thus the vigor and style of internal D" and overlying convection, including the birth of mantle plumes, D" anisotropy, and ultralow velocities right at the CMB.

If the phase change discussed by Murakami et al. (1) corresponds to the top of D", it may certainly provide unanticipated ex- planations to many observations, including the geometry of D" anisotropy, the strength and degree of mineral alignment, the relation (difference) between P- and S-wave discontin- ity strength, and the geometry of melt within D". Other important avenues to be explored will be investigations of possible tem- perature-dependent iron partitioning into or out of the new post-perovskite phase, and bet- ter constraints on the Caleyron slope, each of which are far-reaching.

Community interest in advancing our knowledge in this arena is reflected in the success of the National Science Foun- dation’s Cooperative Studies of the Earth’s Deep Interior (CSEDI) program (15), which funds multidisciplinary research on the structure and dynamics of Earth’s inte- rior, particularly aimed at processes that af- fect Earth’s surface. Future analyses will bring into better focus the details of this new CMB paradigm through such a multi- disciplinary approach.
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Metalloproteins are involved in biol- ogical processes ranging from energy transduction, to cellular sig- naling, to modification of organic substrates. These processes often depend on the binding, activation, or generation of simple diatomic molecules like O2, N2, H2, NO, and CO at the active-site metal ion(s) (1). The metal-diatom adducts are fleeting intermediates in the catalytic pathways, making them difficult to characterize. However, knowing their chemical proper-
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